Introduction {#s0005}
============

Over the past decades, Internet and computer systems have raised numerous security issues due to the explosive use of networks. Any malicious intrusion or attack on the network may give rise to serious disasters. So, intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are must to decrease the serious influence of these attacks [@b0005].

IDSs are classified as either signature-based or anomaly-based. Signature-based (misuse-based) schemes search for defined patterns, or signatures. So, its use is preferable in known attacks but it is incapable of detecting new ones even if they are built as minimum variants of already known attacks. On the other hand, anomaly-based detectors try to learn system's normal behavior and generate an alarm whenever a deviation from it occurs using a predefined threshold. Anomaly detection can be represented as two-class classifier which classifies each sample to normal or abnormal [@b0010]. It is capable of detecting previously unseen intrusion events but with higher false positive rates (FPR, events incorrectly classified as attacks) compared to signature-based systems [@b0015].

Metaheuristics are nature inspired algorithms based on some principles from physics, biology or ethology. Metaheuristics are categorized into two main categories, single-solution-based and population-based metaheuristics [@b0020]. Population-based metaheuristics are more appropriate in generating anomaly detectors than single-solution-based metaheuristics because of the need to provide a set of solutions rather than a single solution. Evolutionary Computation (EC) and Swarm Intelligence (SI) are known groups of population-based algorithms. EC algorithms are inspired by Darwin's evolutionary theory, where a population of individuals is modified through recombination and mutation operators. Genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, genetic programming, scatter search and path relinking, coevolutionary algorithms and multi-start framework [@b0025] are examples of EC algorithms. On the other hand, SI produces computational intelligence inspired from social interaction between swarm individuals rather than purely individual abilities. Particle swarm Optimization and Artificial Immune Systems are known examples of SI algorithms.

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are widely used as searching algorithm to generate anomaly detectors. It is an artificial intelligence technique that was inspired by the biological evolution, natural selection, and genetic recombination for generating useful solutions for problem optimization [@b0030]. GAs use data as chromosomes that evolve through the followings: selection (usually random selection), cross-over (recombination to produce new chromosomes), and mutation operators. Finally, a fitness function is applied to select the best (highly-fitted) individuals. The process is repeated for a number of generations until reaching the individual (or group of individuals) that closely meet the desired condition. GAs are still being used up untill the current time to generate anomaly detectors using a fitness function which is based on the number of elements in the training set that is covered by the detector and also the detector volume [@b0035; @b0040].

Negative selection algorithm (NSA) is one of the artificial immune system (AIS) algorithms which inspired by T-cell evolution and self-tolerance in human immune system [@b0045]. The principle is achieved by building a model of non-normal (non-self) data by generating patterns (non-self-detectors) that do not match an existing normal (self) patterns, then using this model to match non-normal patterns to detect anomalies. Despite this, self-models (self-detectors) could be built from self-data to detect the deviation from normal behavior [@b0050]. Different variations of NSA have been used to for anomaly detection [@b0055]. Although these newly developed NSA variants, the essential characteristics of the original negative selection algorithm [@b0045] still remain, including negative representation of information, distributed generation of the detector set which is used by matching rules to perform anomaly detection based on distance threshold or similarity measure [@b0060].

Generating anomaly detectors requires a high-level solution methods (metaheuristic methods) that provide strategies to escape from local optima and perform a robust search of a solution space. Multi-start procedures, as one of these methods, were originally considered as a way to exploit a local or neighborhood search procedure (local solver), by simply applying it from multiple random initial solutions. Some type of diversification is needed for searching methods which are based on local optimization to explore all solution space, otherwise, searching for global optima will be limited to a small area, making it impossible to find a global optimum. Multi-start methods are designed to include a powerful form of diversification [@b0065].

Different data representation forms and detector shapes are used in anomaly detector generation. Input data are represented by either binary or real-valued [@b0070]. Binary representation [@b0075] is easy to use in finite problem space but it is hardly applicable to problems of real valued space [@b0055]. As an alternative, real-valued representation [@b0080] provides more expressiveness and scalability [@b0085]. NSA detectors are formed with different geometric shapes such as hyper-rectangles, hyper-spheres, hyper-ellipsoids or multiple hyper-shapes [@b0070]. The size and the shape of detectors are selected according to the space to be covered.

In this paper, a hybrid approach for anomaly detection is proposed. Anomaly detectors are generated using self- and non-self-training data to obtain self-detectors. The main idea is to enhance the detector generation process in an attempt to get a suitable number of detectors with high anomaly detection accuracy for large scale datasets (e.g., intrusion detection datasets). Clustering is used for effectively reducing large training datasets as well as a way for selecting good initial start points for detector generation based on multi-start metaheuristic methods and genetic algorithms. Finally, detector reduction stage is invoked so as to minimize the number of generated detectors.

The main contribution of this work is to prove the effectiveness of using multi-start metaheuristics methods in anomaly detector generation benefiting from its powerful diversification. Also, addressing issues arises in the context of detector generation for large scale datasets. These issues are related to the size of the reduced training dataset, its number of clusters, the number of initial start points and the detector radius limit. Moreover, their effect on different performance metrics is evaluated. Observations prove that performance improvement occurs compared to other machine learning algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some literature review on anomaly detection using negative selection algorithm. Section 3 briefly describes the principal theory of the used techniques. Section 4 discusses the proposed approach. Experimental results along with a comparison with six machine learning algorithms are presented in Section 5 followed by some conclusions in Section 6.

Related work {#s0010}
============

Anomaly detection approaches can be classified into several categories. Statistics-based approaches are one of these categories that identify intrusions by means of predefined threshold, mean and standard deviation, and probabilities [@b0090; @b0095]. Rule-based approaches are another category which use If--Then or If--Then--Else rules to construct the detection model of known intrusions [@b0100; @b0105]. In addition to these categories, state-based approaches exploit finite state machine derived from network behaviors to identify attacks [@b0110; @b0115]. The last category is heuristic-based approaches [@b0120; @b0125; @b0130], which are inspired by biological concepts as mentioned in the previous section [@b0005].

Statistical hybrid clustering approach was proposed for network volume anomaly detection [@b0135]. A combination between K-Harmonic means (KHM) and Firefly Algorithm (FA) is used to make clustering for data signatures collected by Digital Signature of Network Segment (DSNS). This approach detects anomalies with trade-off between 80% true positive rate and 20% false positive rate. Another statistical hybrid approach was introduced by Assis et al. [@b0095]. Anomaly detection is based on modeling the normal behavior of the analyzed network segments using four flow attributes. These attributes are treated by Shannon Entropy in order to generate four different Digital Signatures for normal behavior using the Holt-Winters for Digital Signature (HWDS) method.

Another work [@b0110] introduces a finite state machine approach based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM). A framework is built to detect attacks early by predicting the attacker behavior. This is achieved by extracting the interactions between attackers and networks using Hidden Markov Model with the help of network alert correlation module.

As an example of rule-based approaches, a framework for intrusion detection is presented [@b0100]. This framework combines anomaly and misuse detection in one module with the aim of raising the detection accuracy. Different modules are designed for different network devices according to their capabilities and their probabilities of attacks they suffer from. Finally, a decision-making module is used to integrate the detected results and report the types of attacks.

Negative selection algorithms (NSAs) are continuously gaining the popularity and various variations are constantly proposed. These new NSA variations are mostly concentrated on developing new detector generation scheme to improve the algorithm performance [@b0060]. Most of the used algorithms in negative selection based detector generation are evolutionary computation and swarm intelligence algorithms, especially genetic [@b0120; @b0140] and particle swarm algorithms [@b0145; @b0150].

A genetic algorithm based on negative selection algorithm for detector generation was introduced [@b0155]. They only focused on optimizing the non-overlapping of hyper-sphere detectors to obtain the maximal non-self-space coverage using fitness function based on detector radius. Additional research [@b0040] uses genetic algorithm with deterministic crowding niching technique for improving hyper-sphere detector generation. Deterministic crowding niching is used with genetic as a way for improving the diversification to generate more improved solutions. In Ostaszewski et al. [@b0160], hyper-rectangular detectors are tested in anomaly detection. Detectors are created using a niching genetic algorithm and enhanced by a coevolutionary algorithm.

Another work for detecting deceived anomalies hidden in the self-regions using boundary detectors is introduced [@b0140]. These detectors are generated with the help of evolutionary search algorithm. Another research for intrusion data classification is proposed [@b0150]. This approach uses rough set for feature selection along with a modified version of standard particle swarm intelligence called simplified swarm optimization for intrusion data classification.

As an improvement to hyper-spheres detectors, hyper-ellipsoid detectors are generated by evolutionary algorithm (EA) [@b0165]. These detectors are more flexible because they can be stretched and reoriented the way that minimize the number of the needed detectors that cover similar non-self-space.

As far as we know, multi-start metaheuristic methods have gained no attention in negative selection based detector generation for anomaly detection. Its powerful diversification is much suitable for large domain space which is a feature of intrusion detection training datasets. Furthermore, most of previous research pays a great attention to detection accuracy and false positive rate, but no interest in studying the number of generated detectors and its generation time with different training dataset sizes. This paper introduces a new negative selection based detector generation methodology based on multi-start metaheuristic methods with the performance evaluation of different parameter values. Moreover, different evaluation metrics are measured to give a complete view of the performance of the proposed methodology. Results prove that the proposed scheme outperforms other competitors of machine learning algorithms.

Theoretic aspects of techniques {#s0015}
===============================

The basic concept of multi-start methods is simple: start optimization from multiple well-selected initial starting points, in hopes of locating local minima of better quality (which have smaller objective function values by definition), and then report back the local minimum that has the smallest objective function value to be a global minimum. The main challenges in multi-start optimization are selecting good starting points for optimization and conducting the subsequent multiple optimization processes efficiently.

In Ugray et al. [@b0025], Multi-start framework is introduced with two phases, global phase and local phase. In global phase, scatter search [@b0170] is used to intelligently perform a search on solution space [@b0175]. This search aims to select good initial start points for being used in local phase. It operates on a set of solutions called the reference set or population. Elements of the population are maintained and updated from iteration to iteration. In local phase, nonlinear programming local solver is used with elements of the global phase reference set as a starting point input. Local solvers use values and gradients of the problem functions to generate a sequence of points that, under fairly general smoothness and regularity conditions, converge to a local optimum. The main widely used classes of local solver algorithms are successive quadratic programming (SQP) and generalized reduced gradient (GRG) [@b0180].

Another work [@b0185] introduces a multi-start approach that is based on the concept of regions of attraction to local minima. The region of attraction to a local minimum is a set of starting points from which optimization converges to that specific local minimum. A set of uniformly distributed points are selected as initial start points then evaluated using the objective function to construct regions of attraction. The goal is to start optimization exactly once from within the region of attraction of each local minimum, thus ensuring that all local minima are identified and the global minimum is selected. Local solver is invoked with each selected start point and then the obtained solution is used to update start points set. The process is repeated several times to obtain all local minima.

The proposed approach uses k-means clustering algorithm to identify good starting points for the detector generation based on a multi-start algorithm while maintaining their diversity. These points are used as an input to local solvers in hope to report back all local minima. K-means is one of the most widely used algorithm for geometric clustering [@b0190]. It is a local search algorithm that partitions a set of observations (*x*~1~, *x*~2~, ..., *x~n~*) into *k* clusters where each observation is a *d*-dimensional real vector, k-means clustering aims to partition the *n* observations into *k* sets (*k* ⩽ *n*), *S* = {*S*~1~, *S*~2~, ..., *S~k~*} so as to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares as [@b0195] follows:$$\min\limits_{S}\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{k}\sum\limits_{x_{j} \in s_{i}}||x_{j} - \mu_{i}||^{2}$$where *μ~i~* is the mean of points in cluster *S~i~*. This can be reached by seeding with *k* initial cluster centers and assigning every data point to its closest center, then recomputing the new centers as the means of their assigned points. This process of assigning data points and readjusting centers is repeated until it stabilizes. K-means is popular because of its simplicity and observed speed [@b0200].

Methodology {#s0020}
===========

In this section, a new anomaly detector generation approach is proposed based on negative selection algorithm concept. As number of detectors is playing a vital role in the efficiency of online network anomaly detection, the proposed approach aims to generate a suitable number of detectors with high detection accuracy. The main idea is based on using k-means clustering algorithm to select a reduced training dataset in order to decrease time and processing complexity. Also, k-means is used to provide a way of diversification in selecting initial start points used by multi-start methods. Moreover, the radius of hyper-sphere detectors, generated using multi-start, is optimized later by genetic algorithm. Finally, rule reduction is invoked to remove unnecessary redundant detectors. Detector generation process is repeated to improve the quality of detection. The main stages are shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and a detailed description of each stage is presented below.

Preprocessing {#s0025}
-------------

In this step, training data source (*DS*) is normalized to be ready for processing by later steps as follows:$$\mathit{DS}_{\mathit{norm}} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
{(\mathit{DS} - \mu_{\mathit{ds}})/\sigma_{\mathit{ds}}\text{,}} & {\sigma_{\mathit{ds}} \neq 0} \\
{\mathit{DS} - \mu_{\mathit{ds}}\text{,}} & {\sigma_{\mathit{ds}} = 0} \\
\end{array} \right)$$where$$\mathit{DS} = \{ x_{\mathit{ij}}|i = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}\ldots\text{,}m\quad\text{and}\quad j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}\ldots\text{,}n\}\text{,}$$$$\mu_{\mathit{ds}} = \{\mu_{j}|\mspace{6mu} j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}\ldots\text{,}n\}\text{,}$$$$\sigma_{\mathit{ds}} = \{\sigma_{j}|\mspace{6mu} j = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}\ldots\text{,}n\}\text{.}$$*DS* is *m* samples with *n* column attributes, *x~ij~* is the *j*th column attribute in the *i*th sample, *μ~ds~* and *σ~ds~* are 1*xn* matrix which are the training data mean and standard deviation respectively for each of the *n* attributes. Test dataset which is used to measure detection accuracy is also normalized using the same *μ~ds~* and *σ~ds~* as follows:$$\mathit{TS}_{\mathit{norm}} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{(\mathit{TS} - \mu_{\mathit{ds}})/\sigma_{\mathit{ds}}\text{,}} & {\sigma_{\mathit{ds}} \neq 0} \\
{\mathit{TS} - \mu_{\mathit{ds}}\text{,}} & {\sigma_{\mathit{ds}} = 0} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$

Clustering and training dataset selection {#s0030}
-----------------------------------------

In order to decrease time complexity and number of detectors to be generated in later stages, small sample training dataset (*TR*) should be selected with a good representation of the original training dataset. So, k-means clustering algorithm is used to divide *DS* into *k* clusters. Then, *TR* samples are randomly selected and distributed over the labeled *DS* sample classes and clusters in each class to get a small number of *TR* samples (*sz*). The selection process is as follows:Step 1: Count the number of *DS* samples in each class cluster (*c*). Let n is the number of available sample classes, *k* is the number of k-means clusters, then *C~ij~* is the number of samples at the *jth* cluster in the *ith* class.Step 2: Calculate the number of samples to be selected from each class cluster (*CC*).*CC*=0,*Loop*: $\mathit{step} = (\mathit{sz} - \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\sum_{j = 1}^{k}C_{\mathit{ij}})/(n \ast k)\text{,}$ $\mathit{CC}_{\mathit{ij}} = \mathit{CC}_{\mathit{ij}} + \mathit{step}\text{,}\quad\forall\mathit{CC}_{\mathit{ij}} < C_{\mathit{ij}}$ $\mathit{If}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{CC}_{\mathit{ij}} > C_{\mathit{ij}}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{then}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{CC}_{\mathit{ij}}C_{\mathit{ij}}$ $\mathit{If}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{sz} < \sum_{i = 1}^{n}\sum_{j = 1}^{n}C_{\mathit{ij}}\text{,}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{stop}\text{.}$end•Step 3: Construct *TR* dataset from *DS* by randomly select a number of *CC~ij~* samples from the *j*th cluster in the *i*th class.

Detector generation using multi-start algorithm {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------

Multi-start searching algorithm focuses on strategies to escape from local optima and perform a robust search of a solution space. So, it is suitable for generating detectors which is used later to detect anomalies. Hyper-sphere detectors are used and defined by its center and radius. The idea is to use multi-start for solution space searching to get the best available hyper-spheres that cover most of the normal solution space. Multi-start parameters used in this work are chosen as follows:

*Initial start points*: the choice of this multi-start parameter is important in achieving diversification. So, an initial start number (*isn*) of points is selected randomly from normal *TR* samples and distributed over normal clusters.

*Solution boundaries* upper and lower bounds are important to limit the solution space. Let *x~ij~* is the value of the *i*th sample at the *j*th column in the training data source *DS~norm~* which is *m* samples with *n* column attributes, and detector radius $r = \{ r \in \mathbb{R}|0 < r\leq\mathit{rrl}\}$ where *rrl* is the hyper-sphere radius upper bound. So,$$u_{j} = \mathit{\max}(x_{\mathit{ij}})\mspace{6mu}\mathit{where}\mspace{6mu} i = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}\ldots\text{,}m\text{,}$$$$l_{j} = \mathit{\min}(x_{\mathit{ij}})\mspace{6mu}\mathit{where}\mspace{6mu} i = 1\text{,}2\text{,}3\text{,}\ldots\text{,}m\text{,}$$$$\mathit{UB} = (u_{1}\text{,}u_{2}\text{,}u_{3}\text{,}\ldots\text{,}u_{n}\text{,}\mathit{rrl})$$$$\mathit{LB} = (l_{1}\text{,}l_{2}\text{,}l_{3}\text{,}\ldots\text{,}l_{n}\text{,}0)\text{,}$$where *UB* and *LB* are the upper and lower bounds for our solution space. The gotten solutions (detectors) *S* = {*s*~1~, *s*~2~, *s*~3~, ..., *s~isn~*} are in the form of *S~i~* = (*u~i~*~1~, *u~i~*~2~, *u~i~*~3~, ..., *u~in~*, *r~i~*) where hyper-sphere center is at *S~center~* = (*u~i~*~1~, *u~i~*~2~, *u~i~*~3~, ..., *u~in~*) and hyper sphere radius is *r~i~*.

Objective function {#s0040}
------------------

Generating detectors is controlled by fitness function which is defined as:$$f(s_{i}) = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
{N_{\mathit{abnormal}}(s_{i}) - N_{\mathit{normal}}(s_{i})\text{,}} & {\mathit{itr} = 1} \\
{N_{\mathit{abnormal}}(s_{i}) - N_{\mathit{normal}}(s_{i}) + \mathit{old}\_\mathit{intersect}(s_{i})\text{,}} & {\mathit{itr} > 1} \\
\end{array} \right)$$where *itr* is the iteration number of repetitive invoking detectors generation, *N~abnormal~*(*s~i~*) is the number of abnormal samples covered by detector *s~i~*, *N~normal~*(*s~i~*) is the number of normal samples covered by detector *s~i~* and *old_intersect*(*s~i~*) is the percent of *N~normal~*(*s~i~*) samples that are detected by detectors in previous iterations. The use of *old_intersect*(*s~i~*) in next iterations is important to generate new detectors which are far as possible from the previously generated ones.

Anomaly detection is established by forming rules from the generated detectors. Each rule has the form of$$\mathit{if}(\mathit{dist}(S_{\mathit{center}}\text{,}x) \leqslant r)\mspace{6mu}\mathit{then}\mspace{6mu}\{\mathit{normal}\}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{else}\mspace{6mu}\{\mathit{abnormal}\}$$where *r* is the detector hyper-sphere radius and *dist*(*S~center~*, *x*) is the Euclidean distance between detector hyper sphere center *S~center~* and test sample *x*.

Detector radius optimization using genetic algorithm {#s0045}
----------------------------------------------------

The previously generated detectors may cover normal samples as well as abnormal sample. So, further optimization is needed to adopt only detectors radius to cover the maximum possible number of only normal samples. Multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to make this adoption.

*Initial population* each detector radius is initialized to its value generated by multi-start algorithm.

*Solution boundaries* detector radius boundary is $r = \{ r \in \mathbb{R}|0 < r\leq\mathit{rrl}\}$, where *rrl* is the hyper-sphere upper bound.

*Objective function* fitness function which optimizes detector radius is defined as:$$f(r_{i}) = N_{\mathit{abnormal}}(r_{i}) - N_{\mathit{normal}}(r_{i})$$where the number of abnormal samples covered by detector *s~i~* is *N~abnormal~*(*r~i~*) and *N~normal~*(*s~i~*) is the number of normal samples covered by detector *s~i~* using *r~i~* as its radius.

Detectors reduction {#s0050}
-------------------

Reducing the number of detectors is a must to improve effectiveness and speed of anomaly detection. Reduction is done over *S* which is the combination between recently generated detectors and previously generated detectors if exist and is done as follows:•Step 1: First level reduction is as follows:$$\mathit{if}\mspace{2mu} N_{\mathit{abnormal}}(s_{i}) > \mathit{thr}_{\mathit{maxabnormal}}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{or}\mspace{2mu} N_{\mathit{normal}}(s_{i}) < \mathit{thr}_{\mathit{minnormal}}\mspace{6mu}\mathit{then}$$$$\mathit{remove}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{detector}\mspace{2mu} s_{i}\text{,}\forall s_{i}\text{,} \in S\text{,}$$where *thr~maxabnormal~* is the maximum allowed number of abnormal samples to be covered by detector *s~i~*, *thr~maxabnormal~* is set to 0. *thr~minnormal~* is the minimum allowed number of normal samples to be covered by detector *s~i~*.

•Step 2: Another level of reduction intends to remove any detector *s~i~*, if its *N~normal~* is covered by one or more bigger detectors with a percent equal or more than *thr~intersect~*. The more *N~normal~*(*s~i~*)), the bigger the detector is. *thr~intersect~* is set to 100% so as to remove any detector that is totally covered by one or more repeated or bigger detectors.

Repetitive evaluation and improvements {#s0055}
--------------------------------------

Anomaly detection performance is measured at each iteration by applying the reduced detectors *S~reduced~* from previous stage on the original training dataset at the first iteration *TR~org~*. If improvement in accuracy is noticed, new training dataset *TR* is created to work on it in later iterations. New *TR* is a combination between all normal samples not covered *N~normal_nc~* by *S~reduced~* plus all abnormal samples in the original training dataset *TR~org~*. If no improvement in accuracy, then use *S~reduced~* and new *TR* of previous iteration as if they are the current. Also, new *isn* is computed as *isn~new~* = *N~normal_nc~* ∗ *isp* where $\{\mathit{isp}\mspace{2mu} \in \mathbb{R}|0 < \mathit{isp} < 1\}$.

Steps 3--6 are repeated for a number of iterations. Different conditions can be invoked to stop the repetitive improvement process, i.e. a maximum number of iterations are reached, maximum number of consecutive iterations without improvement occurs or a minimum percent of training normal samples coverage exists.

Results and discussion {#s0060}
======================

Experimental setup {#s0065}
------------------

In this experiment, NSL-KDD dataset is used for evaluating the proposed anomaly detection approach. This dataset is a modified version of KDDCUP'99 which is the mostly widely used standard dataset for the evaluation of intrusion detection systems [@b0205]. This dataset has a large number of network connections with 41 features for each of them which means it is a good example for large scale dataset to test on. Each connection sample belongs to one of five main labeled classes (Normal, DOS, Probe, R2L, and U2R). NSL-KDD dataset includes training dataset *DS* with 23 attack types and test dataset *TS* with additional 14 attack types. Distribution of connections over its labeled classes for training and test dataset is tabulated in [Table 1](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. Our experiments ran on a system with 3.0 GHz Intel® Core™ i5 processor, 4 GB RAM and Windows 7 as an operating system.

Based on NSL-KDD training dataset, clustering is used to select different sample training dataset (*TR*) sizes (*sz*) with different cluster numbers (*k*) for each of them. The distribution of *TR* samples to its labeled classes in is stated in [Table 2](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.

Results {#s0070}
=======

In this section, performance study of our approach is held using different parameters values. The results are obtained using matlab 2012 as a tool to apply and carry out the proposed approach. Multi-start searching method [@b0025] and genetic algorithm parameters are as default except the mentioned parameters in [Table 3](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. Also, four parameters are selected to study its effect on performance which are stated in this table. The different values given to these parameters are dependent on the selected NSL-KDD dataset and need further study in future work to be chosen automatically. Performance results are averaged over five different copies of each sample training dataset *TR* along with the different values given to the studied parameters. Performance evaluation is measured based on number of generated detectors (rules), time to generate them, test accuracy and false positive rate during each repetitive improvement iteration using NSL-KDD test dataset. Classification accuracy and false positive rate (FBR) are calculated as follows:$$\mathit{Classification}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{accuracy} = \frac{\mathit{TP} + \mathit{TN}}{\mathit{TP} + \mathit{FP} + \mathit{FN} + \mathit{TN}}$$$$\mathit{False}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{positive}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{rate} = \frac{\mathit{FP}}{\mathit{TN} + \mathit{FP}}$$where true positive (*TP*) is normal samples correctly classified as normal, false positive (*FP*) is normal samples incorrectly classified as abnormal, true negative (*TN*) is abnormal samples correctly classified as abnormal and false negative (*FN*) is abnormal samples incorrectly classified as normal.

To study the effect of each one of the selected four parameter, a certain level of abstraction should be done by averaging the results over other parameters next to the studied parameter in (*sz,isn,rrl,k*). [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the overall performance results of the proposed approach averaged over (*isn,rrl,k*) using training dataset sizes (*sz* = 5000,10,000,20,000,40,000,60,000) at different iterations (*itr *= 1,2,3,4,5). It is noted that, performance measures are gradually increased as increasing the number of iterations and become consistent at *itr* \> 1. The reason behind this is that the generated detectors at early iterations try to cover most of the volumes occupied by normal samples inside the training dataset and leave the remaining small volumes coverage to the later iterations. Therefore, much more increasing is observed in test accuracy at *itr* = 1, 2 compared to slow increasing at *itr* \> 2. At the same time, an increasing in number of detectors (rules) and generation time is noted due to the need for more iterations to generate more detectors to cover the remaining normal samples in training dataset. False positive rate (FPR) follows the same increasing behavior because of the generation of some detectors to cover the boundaries between normal and abnormal training samples. So, a chance to misclassify abnormal samples to normal at testing dataset increases as more iteration number is invoked. As a trade of between these different performance measures, results should be chosen at *itr* = 2 as stability of these measures begins.

Furthermore, the bigger the size of the training dataset, the bigger the number of rules and generation time values. This is reasonable because more detectors are needed to achieve more coverage of normal training samples, which requires more processing time. On the other hand, increasing training dataset size has a smaller bad effect on test FPR and test accuracy especially at *itr* \> 2. As an explanation, detectors generated at later iterations are pushed by the proposed approach to be as far as possible from the older ones. This means it tends to cover boundaries between normal and abnormal samples in training dataset which may have bad effect when testing them on unseen test dataset. So, as a tradeoff between different performance metrics, small training dataset (*TR*) sizes are preferable.

Performance evaluation at *itr* = 2 of different numbers of initial start points (*isn* = 100, 200, 300) averaged over (*rrl,k*) is shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. At each training dataset size, increasing the number of initial start points gives multi-start method the opportunity to give best solutions with more coverage to normal samples at early iterations even though applying rule reduction at later stages. As a result, performance measures increase in general as increasing the number of initial start points (*isn*) with a small effect on FBR with lower number of rule and processing time. As increasing *sz* values, more detectors are needed to cover normal samples and hence, more processing time. Also, more boundaries between normal and abnormal samples exist which rise the false positive rate (FBR) and stop the growing of test accuracy at bigger training dataset sizes. Therefore, higher number of initial start points (*isn* = 300) is preferable.

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows the performance of different detector radius upper limits (*rrl* = 2,4,6) at *itr* = 2, *isn* = 300 and averaged over (*k*). At each training dataset size, it is obvious that small values will generated more detectors to cover all normal samples while increasing the accuracy as a result of more detectors will fit into small volumes to achieve the best coverage. Lower values of (*rrl* = 2) along with small *TR* sizes could be a good choice to have higher accuracy and lower FBR with small extra number of detectors and processing time.

According to results shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, with higher number of clusters (*k*), there is a tendency to generate more detectors with higher FBR and slight variance in accuracy and. This is because of the distributed selection of training dataset (*TR*) samples over more clusters which gives more opportunity to represent smaller related samples found in training data source (*DS~norm~*), hence, more rules are needed to cover these volumes. This distribution of samples increases the interference between normal and abnormal samples inside *TR* as increasing clusters number which badly affect FBR value, We can notice that medium value of (*k* = 200) is an acceptable tradeoff between different performance metrics.

As shown in [Table 4](#t0025){ref-type="table"} there are a tradeoff between getting low number of rules with small generation time and having high accuracy with low false positive rate. This table states a sample performance comparison between the results of best selected parameters values chosen earlier (at table rows 5--8) and other parameters values (at table rows 1--4, 9--12). At the first four rows, high accuracy with low false positive rate is obtained at itr \>1, but with higher number of rules and generation time compared to the results stated at rows 5--8. On the other hand, rows 9--12 have lower rules number and less generation time at itr \>1, but with lower accuracy and higher FPR compared to the selected parameters values at rows 5--8. So, from these results, we can distinguish that results shown in bold at (isn = 300, rrl = 2, *k* = 200, itr = 2) are an acceptable trade of between different performance metrics as mentioned in the earlier discussion. With regard to other machine learning algorithms used for intrusion detection problems, Performance comparison between the proposed approach with best selected parameters values and six of these algorithms, Bayes Network (BN), Bayesian Logistic Regression (BLR), Naive Bayes (NB), Multilayer Feedback Neural Network (FBNN), Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN), and Decision Trees (J48) is shown in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}. Weka 3.6 is used as a tool to get performance results of these machine learning algorithms. These machine learning classifiers are trained by using our generated TR datasets. Results show that the proposed approach outperforms other techniques with higher accuracy, lower FBR and acceptable time.

Conclusions {#s0075}
===========

This paper presents a hybrid approach to anomaly detection using a real-valued negative selection based detector generation. The solution specifically addresses issues that arise in the context of large scale datasets. It uses k-means clustering to reduce the size of the training dataset while maintaining its diversity and to identify good starting points for the detector generation based on a multi-start metaheuristic method and a genetic algorithm. It employs a reduction step to remove redundant detectors to minimize the number of generated detectors and thus to reduce the time needed later for online anomaly detection.

A study of the effect of training dataset size (*sz*), number of initial start pointers for multi-start (*isn*), detector radius upper limit (*rrl*) and clustering number (*k*) is stated. As a balance between different performance metrics used here, choosing results at early iterations (*itr* = 2) using small training dataset size (*sz* = 10,000), higher number of initial start points (*isn* = 300), lower detector radius (*rrl* = 2) and medium number of clusters (*k* = 200) are preferable.

A comparison between the proposed approach and six different machine learning algorithms is performed. The results show that our approach outperforms other techniques by 96.1% test accuracy with time of 152 s and low test false positive rate of 0.033. Although, the existence of offline processing time overhead for the proposed approach which will be considered in future work, online processing time is expected to be minimized. The reason behind this is that a suitable number of detectors will be generated with high detection accuracy and low false positive rate. As a result, a positive effect on online processing time is expected.

In future, the proposed approach will be evaluated on other standard training datasets to ensure its high performance. Moreover, its studied parameter value should be chosen automatically according to the used training dataset to increase its adaptability and flexibility. In addition, detector generation time should be decreased by enhancing the clustering and detector radius optimization processes which will have a positive impact on the overall processing time as we expected. Finally, the whole proposed approach should be adapted to learn from normal training data only in order to be used in domains where labeling abnormal training data is difficult.
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![The proposed approach main stages.](gr1){#f0005}

![Overall performance results for different training dataset sizes (*sz*) averaged over (*isn*,*rrl*,*k*).](gr2){#f0010}

![Performance results for different initial start points numbers (*isn*) averaged over (*rrl*,*k*), *itr* = 2.](gr3){#f0015}

![Performance results for different radius upper bound values (*rrl*) averaged over (*k*), *itr* = 2, *isn* = 300.](gr4){#f0020}

![Performance results for different clustering values (*k*) at *isn* = 300, *rrl* = 2.](gr5){#f0025}

![Test accuracy, FBR, and time comparison between different machine learning algorithms and the proposed approach.](gr6){#f0030}

###### 

Distribution of different classes in train (*DS*) and test dataset (*TS*).

  Class        Train (*DS*)   Test (*TS*)
  ------------ -------------- -------------
  Normal       812,814        47,911
  Dos          247,267        23,568
  Probe        13,860         2682
  U2R          999            2913
  R2l          52             215
                              
  Total size   1,074,992      77,289

###### 

Distribution of different classes in reduced sample train dataset (*TR*).

  *sz*     *k*      Normal   Dos      Probe   U2R   R2l      True size
  -------- -------- -------- -------- ------- ----- -------- -----------
  5000     100      2802     844      1061    999   52       5758
  200      3150     789      932      999     52    5922     
  300      3241     709      822      999     52    5823     
  400      3365     688      756      999     52    5860     
                                                             
  10,000   100      5873     1750     2011    999   52       10,685
  200      6448     1629     1683     999     52    10,811   
  300      6721     1472     1546     999     52    10,790   
  400      6951     1402     1439     999     52    10,843   
                                                             
  20,000   100      12,085   3550     3680    999   52       20,366
  200      13,124   3313     3186     999     52    20,674   
  300      13,691   2997     2872     999     52    20,611   
  400      14,194   2879     2645     999     52    20,769   
                                                             
  40,000   100      25,361   7255     6391    999   52       40,058
           200      26,746   6813     5824    999   52       40,434
           300      27,974   6068     5394    999   52       40,487
           400      28,781   5789     4818    999   52       40,439
                                                             
  60,000   100      39,207   11,165   8581    999   52       60,004
           200      41,002   10,342   7847    999   52       60,242
           300      42,757   9185     7252    999   52       60,245
           400      43,954   8866     6463    999   52       60,334

###### 

The settings of parameters used for my approach.

  Parameter                                                         Value
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
  *Multi-start searching method*                                    
  Minimum distance between two separate objective function values   10
  Minimum distance between two separate points                      0.001
  *isp*                                                             0.1
                                                                    
  *Genetic searching algorithm*                                     
   Population size                                                  20
   Number of generations                                            20
  *Detectors reduction*                                             
  *thr~minnormal~*                                                  10
  *thr~miaxabormal~*                                                0
  *thr~intersect~*                                                  100%
                                                                    
  *Parameters under study*                                          
   Number of *TR* samples (*sz*)                                    5000, 10,000, 20,000, 40,000, 60,000
   Multi-start initial start points (*isn*)                         100, 200, 300
   Detector radius upper bound (*rrl*)                              2, 4, 6
   Number of clusters (*k*)                                         100, 200, 300, 400

###### 

Performance results of best selected parameters value and other parameters values.

  *sz*         *isn*     *rrl*   *k*       Number of rules   Time (s)   Test accuracy (%)   Test FPR (%)                                                                                                                                                                          
  ------------ --------- ------- --------- ----------------- ---------- ------------------- -------------- --------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  10,000       200       2       400       123               202        218                 249            259       70        136        181        225        258        94.8       95.5       95.8       96.4       96.4       0.032       0.037       0.038       0.038       0.038
  20,000       100       2       200       69                345        369                 381            391       63        317        391        452        509        91.4       97.0       97.0       97.0       97.1       0.015       0.035       0.035       0.035       0.035
  40,000       100       2       300       77                634        673                 689            700       105       1197       1346       1469       1584       92.0       97.1       97.1       97.1       97.1       0.029       0.044       0.047       0.048       0.048
  60,000       100       2       300       75                861        902                 919            932       160       2367       2576       2758       2929       92.6       96.6       96.6       96.6       96.6       0.029       0.051       0.052       0.053       0.053
  **10,000**   **300**   **2**   **200**   **149**           **195**    **211**             **218**        **224**   **105**   **152**    **188**    **221**    **253**    **95.7**   **96.1**   **96.2**   **96.2**   **96.2**   **0.031**   **0.033**   **0.034**   **0.035**   **0.035**
  **20,000**   **300**   **2**   **200**   **178**           **311**    **349**             **365**        **376**   **182**   **332**    **409**    **473**    **531**    **95.8**   **96.4**   **96.5**   **96.5**   **96.6**   **0.032**   **0.037**   **0.038**   **0.039**   **0.039**
  **40,000**   **300**   **2**   **200**   **193**           **443**    **497**             **519**        **538**   **344**   **788**    **949**    **1086**   **1203**   **95.9**   **96.7**   **96.8**   **96.9**   **96.9**   **0.031**   **0.042**   **0.042**   **0.043**   **0.043**
  **60,000**   **300**   **2**   **200**   **198**           **597**    **653**             **681**        **700**   **480**   **1457**   **1703**   **1901**   **2092**   **96.2**   **97.2**   **97.2**   **97.2**   **97.2**   **0.033**   **0.045**   **0.045**   **0.046**   **0.047**
  10,000       300       6       100       103               119        124                 129            132       107       128        144        159        173        95.3       95.9       95.9       96.0       96.0       0.055       0.057       0.057       0.059       0.059
  20,000       300       6       100       118               152        168                 175            181       192       247        283        314        342        95.7       96.1       96.1       96.0       96.0       0.057       0.067       0.070       0.074       0.077
  40,000       300       6       100       129               209        236                 246            256       344       545        632        697        760        95.6       95.8       95.8       95.8       95.7       0.062       0.078       0.084       0.085       0.087
  60,000       300       6       100       143               258        283                 300            310       481       872        1002       1105       1192       95.4       95.7       95.6       95.6       95.6       0.058       0.084       0.089       0.091       0.093
